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29 

A B S T R A C T  30 

The giant impact model of lunar origin predicts that the Moon mainly consists of impactor 31 

material. As a result, the Moon is expected to be isotopically distinct from the Earth, but it is not. To 32 

account for this unexpected isotopic similarity of the Earth and Moon, several solutions have been 33 

proposed, including (i) post-giant impact Earth–Moon equilibration, (ii) alternative models that make 34 

the Moon predominantly out of proto-Earth mantle, and (iii) formation of the Earth and Moon from an 35 

isotopically homogeneous disk reservoir. Here we use W isotope systematics of lunar samples to 36 

distinguish between these scenarios. We report high-precision 182W data for several low-Ti and high-37 

Ti mare basalts, as well as for Mg-suite sample 77215, and lunar meteorite Kalahari 009, which 38 

complement data previously obtained for KREEP-rich samples. In addition, we utilize high-precision 39 

Hf isotope and Ta/W ratio measurements to empirically quantify the superimposed effects of 40 

secondary neutron capture on measured 182W compositions. Our results demonstrate that there are no 41 

resolvable radiogenic 182W variations within the Moon, implying that the Moon differentiated later 42 

than 70 Ma after Solar System formation. In addition, we find that samples derived from different 43 

lunar sources have indistinguishable 182W excesses, confirming that the Moon is characterized by a 44 

small, uniform ~+26 parts-per-million excess in 182W over the present-day bulk silicate Earth. This 45 

182W excess is most likely caused by disproportional late accretion to the Earth and Moon, and after 46 

considering this effect, the pre-late veneer bulk silicate Earth and the Moon have indistinguishable 47 

182W compositions. Mixing calculations demonstrate that this Earth–Moon 182W similarity is an 48 

unlikely outcome of the giant impact, which regardless of the amount of impactor material 49 

incorporated into the Moon should have generated a significant 182W excess in the Moon. 50 

Consequently, our results imply that post-giant impact processes might have modified 182W, leading 51 

to the similar 182W compositions of the pre-late veneer Earth’s mantle and the Moon. 52 

53 

Keywords: Hf-W, Moon, giant impact, magma ocean differentiation, late accretion 54 

55 
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1. Introduction56 

The Moon is generally thought to have formed from debris produced during a giant impact 57 

between the proto-Earth and a roughly Mars-sized body (Cameron and Benz, 1991; Canup and 58 

Asphaug, 2001; Hartmann and Davis, 1975), but important details about this model remain 59 

incompletely understood. Recent work has focused on reconciling observed isotopic similarities 60 

between the Earth and the Moon (Armytage et al., 2012; Wiechert et al., 2001; Young et al., 2016; 61 

Zhang et al., 2012) with the prediction that in the canonical giant impact model the Moon 62 

predominantly consists of impactor material (Canup and Asphaug, 2001). Consequently, in this model 63 

the Moon is expected to show an isotopic difference relative to the Earth (Pahlevan and Stevenson, 64 

2007), in marked contrast with the observed isotopic similarity. To explain this paradox, a variety of 65 

solutions have been proposed, including (i) giant impact models in which the Moon predominantly 66 

derives from the proto-Earth (Canup, 2012; uk and Stewart, 2012; Reufer et al., 2012), (ii) post-67 

giant impact isotopic equilibration (Pahlevan and Stevenson, 2007), and (iii) derivation of proto-Earth 68 

and impactor from the same isotopically homogeneous reservoir in the inner solar system (Dauphas et 69 

al., 2014; Mastrobuono-Battisti et al., 2015; Wiechert et al., 2001).  70 

The short-lived 182Hf-182W system (t1/2 = 8.9 Ma) is particularly useful to examine these issues 71 

and constrain models of lunar origin. This is because the Moon-forming impact involved mixing 72 

between impactor and proto-Earth components with presumably different 182W compositions. These 73 

radiogenic 182W variations result from Hf/W fractionation during core formation, which for the 74 

impactor and proto-Earth likely occurred at different times and under different conditions, ultimately 75 

leading to distinct 182W compositions of proto-Earth’s mantle and the impactor’s mantle and core 76 

(e.g., Kleine et al., 2009). Mixing of these three components during the giant impact, therefore, likely 77 

induced a 182W difference between the Moon and the immediate post-giant impact mantle of the 78 

Earth. This also holds true if the Moon predominantly consists of proto-Earth mantle material, 79 

because the pre- and post-giant impact 182W compositions of Earth’s mantle were likely different 80 

(Kruijer et al., 2015). 81 
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Determining the 182W composition of the Moon has proven difficult, because most lunar 82 

samples show cosmogenic 182W excesses from neutron capture on Ta during prolonged exposure of 83 

the lunar samples to galactic cosmic rays (Leya et al., 2000). One way to overcome this problem is to 84 

analyse lunar metals, which are devoid of Ta-derived cosmogenic 182W and hence should define the 85 

pre-exposure 182W compositions directly (Kleine et al., 2005; Touboul et al., 2015, 2007). Using this 86 

approach, Touboul et al. (2007) neither found statistically meaningful 182W differences among 87 

different lunar rock types nor between these samples and the present-day bulk silicate Earth (BSE). 88 

Nevertheless, two more recent studies, using higher precision measurement techniques, demonstrated 89 

that the Moon has a 182W excess of ~25 ppm over the present-day BSE (Kruijer et al., 2015; Touboul 90 

et al., 2015). These two studies exclusively investigated KREEP-rich samples, raising the question of 91 

whether other lunar reservoirs—such as the mare basalt sources—exhibit similar or larger 182W 92 

excesses. Addressing this question is important not only for precisely determining the 182W 93 

composition of the bulk Moon, but also for obtaining insights into the timescale of lunar magma 94 

ocean crystallisation. This is because magma ocean crystallisation is thought to have produced 95 

compositionally distinct lunar mantle sources, including the high-Ti mare basalt sources, which are 96 

characterized by the highest Hf/W known on the Moon (e.g., Righter and Shearer, 2003) Thus, if 97 

magma ocean crystallisation occurred during the lifetime of 182Hf, then high-Ti mare basalts should 98 

have a radiogenic 182W excess relative to other lunar rocks. 99 

Determining the 182W signatures of mare basalts is challenging because due to their high Ta/W, 100 

neutron capture effects may be significant even for weakly irradiated samples. Prior studies analyzed 101 

metal samples (Kleine et al., 2005; Touboul et al., 2007), but given the low abundance of metals in 102 

mare basalts, large sample masses must be processed to obtain sufficient W for precise isotope 103 

analyses. In this study, we therefore use a different approach and combine 182W measurements on 104 

lunar whole-rock samples with high-precision Hf isotope and Ta/W ratio measurements to empirically 105 

quantify the effects of secondary neutron capture on measured 182W compositions. Using this 106 

approach, we derive pre-exposure 182W for different lunar source lithologies, which makes it possible 107 

(i) to assess the magnitude of any potential radiogenic 182W variations within the Moon, and (ii) to108 
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precisely define the 182W composition of the bulk silicate Moon. We then use these results to assess 109 

the timescale of lunar mantle differentiation and use the 182W composition of the Moon to test current 110 

giant impact models. 111 

2. Samples and analytical methods112 

A total of 10 lunar samples were selected for combined W and Hf isotopic, as well as Ta/W 113 

analyses, including 2 low-Ti mare basalts (12004, 15495), 6 high-Ti mare basalts (10057, 70017, 114 

70035, 70215, 74255, 75035), Mg-suite norite 77215, and lunar meteorite Kalahari 009. The latter 115 

sample was selected because of its very low cosmic ray exposure age of only ~230 yr (Nishiizumi et 116 

al., 2005), and accordingly, the expectation that neutron capture effects are minimal for this sample. 117 

Moreover, to permit a direct comparison to the results previously obtained for KREEP, we also 118 

measured the Ta/W and Hf isotope compositions of the KREEP-rich samples investigated by Kruijer 119 

et al. (2015). 120 

All samples were received as rock fragments and were ultrasonically cleaned and rinsed with 121 

ethanol, and then crushed and ground to a fine powder in an agate mortar. The analytical techniques 122 

for sample digestion, chemical separation of W, and W isotope ratio measurements by MC-ICPMS 123 

are largely based on previously developed procedures (Kruijer et al., 2015, 2014). In brief, the lunar 124 

samples (~0.5-1 g) were digested in ~20-40 ml HF–HNO3 (2:1) at 130-150 °C on a hotplate for 2-3 125 

days. Then ~2-5% aliquots (equivalent to ~2 ng W and 10-20 ng Ta) were taken for the determination 126 

of Ta and W concentrations by isotope dilution. For the isotope composition measurements, W was 127 

separated from the sample matrix using a two-stage anion exchange chromatography (Kruijer et al., 128 

2015, 2014). While the first column separates W from most matrix elements, the second anion 129 

exchange chromatography step quantitatively separates W from other high field strength elements 130 

(HFSE; Ti, Zr, Hf, Ta). The Hf in these HFSE cuts was subsequently separated using Ln-spec resin as 131 

described in Bast et al. (2015). Note that this chromatography step was repeated twice to ensure that 132 

the final Hf cuts had Ti/Hf <0.01 and Zr/Hf <2. The total yields of the chemical separation were ~80-133 

95% for W and 50-90% for Hf. Total procedural blanks for the isotope composition analyses were 134 
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~50-100 pg W and ~20-40 pg Hf, and insignificant given the amounts analyzed (~30 ng W, ~100-135 

1000 ng Hf). 136 

The W and Hf isotope measurements were performed using a ThermoScientific® Neptune Plus 137 

MC-ICPMS in the Institut für Planetologie at the University of Münster. The procedures for high-138 

precision W isotope analyses are described in detail elsewhere (Kruijer et al., 2015, 2014). Samples 139 

and standards for W and Hf isotope analyses were introduced using self-aspirating Cetac® C-flow or 140 

ESI® PFA nebulizers (50-60 L/min) connected to a Cetac® Aridus II desolvator. The W isotope 141 

measurements were performed using Jet sampler and X-skimmer cones which resulted in total ion 142 

beams of ~1.5-2.5 ×10-10 A obtained for a ~30 ppb W standard solution at uptake rates of ~50-60 143 

l/min. Electronic baselines were obtained prior to each sample measurement by deflecting the beam 144 

using the electrostatic analyzer for 60 s and then subtracted from sample signal intensities. A single W 145 

isotope measurement comprised 200 cycles of 4.2 s integration time each, and each sample was 146 

measured once or twice depending on the amount of W available for analysis. Small isobaric 147 

interferences from 184Os and 186Os on W isotope ratios were corrected by monitoring interference-free 148 

188Os, and were smaller than 10 parts-per-million (ppm) on 182W/184W and hence insignificant. 149 

Instrumental mass bias was corrected by internal normalization to 186W/184W = 0.92767 (denoted 150 

‘6/4’) using the exponential law. Note that we only used 186W/184W-normalized data to avoid 151 

normalizations involving 183W; the latter can be biased by a small analytical artefact on 183W 152 

introduced during sample preparation, as observed in this and several earlier studies (e.g., Cook and 153 

Schönbächler, 2016; Kruijer et al., 2012; Willbold et al., 2011). The Hf isotope analyses were 154 

performed using standard sampler and ‘H’ skimmer cones and all major ‘non-radiogenic’ Hf isotopes 155 

(177Hf, 178Hf, 179Hf, 180Hf) were measured simultaneously. Total ion beams of ~3.5-4.5 ×10-10 were 156 

obtained for a ~150 ppb Hf standard solution at uptake rates of ~50 l/min. Electronic baselines were 157 

obtained prior to each sample measurement by deflecting the beam using the electrostatic analyzer for 158 

60 s and then subtracted from sample signal intensities. A single Hf isotope measurement comprised 159 

200 cycles of 4.2 s integration time each but sample solutions were measured 4-6 times to improve the 160 

precision. Potential isobaric interferences from 180W and 180Ta on 180Hf were corrected by monitoring 161 
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interference-free 183W and 181Ta, and were negligible (<10 ppm on 180Hf/177Hf). Instrumental mass 162 

bias was corrected by internal normalization to 179Hf/177Hf = 0.7325 using the exponential law. The W 163 

and Hf isotope analyses of samples were bracketed by measurements of terrestrial solution standards 164 

(prepared from Alfa Aesar metal for W and from AMES metal for Hf) and results are reported as -165 

unit (i.e., parts-per-million) deviations from the mean values of the bracketing solution standards. The 166 

accuracy and reproducibility of the methods were assessed through analyses of terrestrial rock 167 

standards (BCR-2, BHVO-2) that were digested, processed and analyzed alongside the lunar samples. 168 

The mean iW and iHf values of the analyzed rock standards are indistinguishable from the solution 169 

standard measurements, demonstrating that the analyses are accurate (Tables S1 and S2). 170 

To determine W and Ta concentrations of the lunar samples by isotope dilution, aliquots were 171 

spiked with a mixed 180Hf-180Ta-183W tracer (Weyer et al., 2002). The chemical separation of Hf, Ta, 172 

and W by anion exchange chromatography followed previously established methods (Kleine et al., 173 

2004; Weyer et al., 2002). Total procedural blanks for the isotope dilution measurements were ~17 pg 174 

W, ~1 pg Ta, and ~6 pg Hf, and were insignificant for all samples. All isotope dilution measurements 175 

were performed on the Neptune Plus MC-ICPMS at Münster, and for Hf and W followed the 176 

procedures described in Kruijer et al. (2014). For the Ta isotope measurements, instrumental mass 177 

bias was corrected relative to Ta solution standards measured before and after each sample by 178 

normalization to 180Ta/181Ta = 0.0001198 (Weyer et al., 2002) using the exponential law. Potential Hf 179 

interferences on mass 180 were corrected by monitoring 178Hf, and interference corrections on 180 

180Ta/181Ta were smaller than 2% for most samples. Some of the lunar samples investigated here were 181 

previously analyzed for Ta concentrations, also using isotope dilution (Münker et al. 2003, Münker, 182 

2010). For these samples the Ta concentrations determined in the two studies agree to within ~10% 183 

(Fig. S1). Following Weyer et al. (2002) we therefore adopted an uncertainty of ~5% (2 ) for the Ta 184 

concentration measurements. 185 
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3. Results186 

All investigated lunar samples exhibit 182W values that are distinctly higher than the terrestrial 187 

value (Table 1). Both the low-Ti and high-Ti mare basalts show variably elevated 182W, from ~+50 188 

ppm to ~+750 ppm, consistent with previous work (Kleine et al., 2005; Touboul et al., 2007). The 189 

same mare basalt samples show strongly variable Hf isotope compositions (Table S1, Fig. S2), 190 

resulting in correlated variations of 178Hf (up to +230 ppm) and 180Hf (down to –380 ppm). In 191 

contrast, lunar meteorite Kalahari 009 shows no resolvable Hf isotope anomaly, and a 182W of 192 

+25±11 ppm (2 s.d.), i.e., very similar to the value previously determined for KREEP (Kruijer et al.,193 

2015; Touboul et al., 2015). Furthermore, Mg-suite norite 77215 shows an only slightly higher 182W 194 

(+35±10 ppm) and a small Hf isotope anomaly (Table 1). The KREEP-rich samples studied here also 195 

display variable 182W and Hf isotope compositions (Kruijer et al., 2015). For several of these 196 

samples, we re-measured the Hf isotope compositions to higher precision (Table S1). The values thus 197 

obtained are in excellent agreement with those of previously obtained, but generally more precise. 198 

The Ta/W of the investigated lunar samples show large variations (Table 1), with high-Ti mare basalts 199 

(Ta/W ~4.5-25) having distinctly higher and more variable Ta/W than the low-Ti mare basalts (~3.6-200 

5.5) and KREEP (~1.9-2.5).  201 

4. Homogeneous 182W within the Moon202 

4.1. Pre-exposure 182W compositions of lunar samples 203 

The lunar samples investigated in the present study show coupled 178Hf and 180Hf variations 204 

that are consistent with the effects of secondary neutron capture (Table S1, Fig. S2). As Hf isotopes 205 

capture neutrons at similar (mostly epithermal) energies as W, these Hf isotope variations can be used 206 

as an empirical neutron dosimeter to quantify cosmogenic 182W effects (e.g., Kruijer et al., 2015). The 207 

production of cosmogenic 182W in lunar whole-rock samples occurs through the reaction 208 

181Ta(n, )182Ta( -)182W (Leya et al., 2000), and thus not only depends on the neutron dose that a lunar 209 

sample received (as quantified using Hf isotopes), but also on its Ta/W. Consequently, lunar samples 210 

with a common pre-exposure 182W (i.e., unaffected by neutron capture) but variable neutron capture 211 
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effects should exhibit positive linear correlations between measured 182W and 180Hf × (Ta/W) or 212 

178Hf × (Ta/W). The lunar samples analyzed in this study define such correlations (Fig. 1, 2, S3), 213 

indicating that the 182W variations observed for samples derived from a common mantle reservoir 214 

(e.g., high-Ti mare basalts) are cosmogenic in origin. The pre-exposure μ182W values obtained from 215 

these correlations are indistinguishable from each other, regardless of whether 180Hf or 178Hf are 216 

used as neutron dosimeters. Nevertheless, because the 180Hf data provide more precise pre-exposure 217 

μ182W values, and for consistency with earlier studies (Kruijer et al., 2015; Sprung et al., 2013), we 218 

used 180Hf × (Ta/W) to quantify neutron capture effects on 182W. 219 

220 

4.1.1. Non-KREEP samples 221 

The high-Ti mare basalts analyzed here exhibit a well-defined, neutron capture–induced 182W 222 

vs. 180Hf × (Ta/W) correlation (Fig. 1a). Of note, another, more strongly irradiated high-Ti mare 223 

basalt (79155), whose 182W, 180Hf and Ta/W had previously been determined (Kleine et al., 2005; 224 

Sprung et al., 2013), plots on the extension of this correlation line. Together, the high-Ti mare basalts 225 

are characterized by a common pre-exposure 182W of +15±15 ppm (95% conf.) as defined by the 226 

intercept obtained by linear regression. This pre-exposure μ182W is indistinguishable from but more 227 

precise than the mean 182W of 11±28 ppm (95% conf., n = 5) previously obtained for metal separates 228 

from five high-Ti mare basalts (Touboul et al., 2007). 229 

The two low-Ti mare basalts investigated here (12004, 15495) plot on the same 182W vs. 230 

180Hf × (Ta/W) correlation as the high-Ti mare basalts (Fig. 1b). Linear regression of the low-Ti 231 

mare basalt data yields a pre-exposure μ182W of +28±13 ppm (95% conf., n = 2), indistinguishable 232 

from that of the high-Ti mare basalts. A regression of all mare basalts together results in a common 233 

pre-exposure 182W of +23±10 ppm (95% conf., n = 8), which again is consistent with the value of 234 

+12±13 ppm (95% conf., n = 9) previously reported by Touboul et al. (2007). However, in contrast to235 

this previous study we find that mare basalts exhibit a resolved common ~23 ppm 182W excess over 236 

the present-day BSE. 237 
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Lunar meteorite Kalahari 009 shows a small 182W excess of +25±11 (2s.d.) and no resolvable 238 

Hf isotope anomaly (Table 1), indicating that neutron capture effects are minimal in this sample. This 239 

is consistent with the very low cosmic ray exposure age (~230 yr) of this sample (Nishiizumi et al., 240 

2005). Consequently, the measured 182W = +25±11 does not require any correction for neutron 241 

capture, and defines the pre-exposure 182W value of Kalahari 009 directly. In contrast, Mg-suite 242 

norite 77215 shows a slightly larger 182W excess of +37±10, but also a small Hf isotope anomaly 243 

indicative of neutron capture effects. The measured 182W of 77215 can be corrected for neutron 244 

capture effects using the slope of the 182W vs. 180Hf × (Ta/W) correlation obtained from the mare 245 

basalts (Fig. 1c). This results in a pre-exposure 182W of +31±11 for 77215, which is indistinguishable 246 

from the values obtained for the mare basalts and Kalahari 009. The similarity in pre-exposure 182W 247 

among these rocks is consistent with the observation that all samples combined plot on a single 182W 248 

vs. 180Hf × (Ta/W) correlation line (Fig. 1c), which yields a precisely defined pre-exposure 182W for 249 

these samples of +26±6 ppm (95% conf., n = 10). 250 

4.1.2. KREEP-rich samples 251 

The KREEP-rich samples analyzed by Kruijer et al. (2015) all plot on a single 182W vs. 180Hf 252 

correlation, implying that these samples should have very similar Ta/W. To validate that this is the 253 

case, we measured the Ta and W concentrations on digestion aliquots of these samples. These 254 

analyses show that the KREEP-rich samples indeed exhibit a very narrow range in Ta/W (~1.90 to 255 

~2.56; Table 1). Moreover, as some of the Hf isotope data reported in Kruijer et al. (2015) were 256 

determined on different digestions than those analyzed for W isotopes, we also re-measured the Hf 257 

isotope compositions of these samples using the very same digestion aliquots as analyzed for W (Fig. 258 

2a). Collectively, the combined μ182W, μ180Hf, and Ta/W data for KREEP-rich samples yield well-259 

defined correlations and pre-exposure values, both in 182W vs. 180Hf space (+27±3 ppm; Fig. 2a) 260 

and in 182W vs. 180Hf × (Ta/W) space (+26±3 ppm; Fig. 2b). These values are also consistent with 261 

previously reported values of +27±4 ppm from Kruijer et al. (2015), as well as  +21±5 ppm from 262 

Touboul et al. (2015). 263 
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Finally, one curious observation is that the slopes of the 182W vs. 180Hf × (Ta/W) correlation 264 

lines are different for KREEP (–27±1) and mare basalts ( 35±1). The exact cause of this difference in 265 

slopes remains unclear, but one possibility is that it reflects different neutron energy spectra which 266 

vary because of the distinct target chemistry of KREEP-rich versus mare basalt samples (e.g., Sprung 267 

et al., 2013 and references therein). 268 

269 

4.2. Implications for the timescale of lunar magma ocean differentiation  270 

The distinct lunar mantle reservoirs produced during magma ocean crystallisation have variable 271 

Hf/W ratios, where the source of high-Ti mare basalts is thought to be characterized by distinctly 272 

higher Hf/W of ~40-80 compared to Hf/W ~10–20 for KREEP (e.g., Fonseca et al., 2014; Kleine et 273 

al., 2005; Münker, 2010; Righter and Shearer, 2003; Touboul et al., 2007). Thus, if magma ocean 274 

crystallisation occurred within the lifetime of 182Hf, then these reservoirs should have evolved to 275 

distinct μ182W values. However, our results demonstrate that low-Ti and high-Ti mare basalts as well 276 

as KREEP have indistinguishable μ182W (Fig. 3). Moreover, both Mg-suite norite 77215 and 277 

meteorite Kalahari 009 also have pre-exposure μ182W values that are indistinguishable from those of 278 

the mare basalts and KREEP. While constraining the source Hf/W of Kalahari 009 and Mg-suite 279 

norite 77215 is not straightforward, the radiogenic initial 176Hf/177Hf isotopic composition and old age 280 

of ~4.2 Ga of Kalahari 009 (Sokol et al., 2008) indicate that the mantle source of this sample had 281 

undergone strong incompatible element depletion early in lunar history. As such, the mantle source of 282 

Kalahari 009 would likely have had a high Hf/W, but again the μ182W of Kalahari 009 is 283 

indistinguishable from that of KREEP, which is characterized by the lowest Hf/W of the distinct 284 

sources produced during crystallisation of the lunar magma ocean. 285 

Taken together, the homogeneous 182W of the investigated lunar sample suite, despite the 286 

large range of source Hf/W ratios, indicates that lunar differentiation occurred after the effective life-287 

time of 182Hf. As such, these data can be used to estimate the earliest possible time of lunar 288 

differentiation, defined here as the time of isolation of the high-Hf/W source reservoir of the high-Ti 289 
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mare basalts. Within the error limits of the 182W data, the highest possible μ182W of the high-Ti mare 290 

basalt source is +33 ppm (based on the combined pre-exposure 182W of +23+10 ppm for the mare 291 

basalts, Fig. 1b), whereas the lowest possible 182W of KREEP is +23 ppm ( 182W = +26+3 ppm, Fig. 292 

2b). Thus, any possible 182W excess in the high-Ti mare basalts must be smaller than ~10 ppm. The 293 

Hf/W ratio of the high-Ti mare basalts has been estimated to be between ~40 and ~80, whereas that of 294 

KREEP probably is between ~10 and ~20 (Righter and Shearer, 2003). Using these Hf/W ratios and 295 

the 182W excess of <10 ppm from above shows that the high-Ti mare basalt source must have been 296 

established later than ~70 Ma after solar system formation, i.e. later than ~4.5 Ga (Fig. 4). This time 297 

constraint is consistent with the 4.35-4.37 Ga ages obtained for the major period of lunar 298 

differentiation using several independent methods. More specifically, both the (most reliable) Sm-Nd 299 

isochron ages for lunar crustal rocks, the Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf model ages of KREEP, and the average 300 

Sm-Nd model age of the mare basalt sources, as well as a peak in Pb-Pb ages observed in lunar 301 

zircons all appear to converge at 4.35-4.37 Ga (see summary in Borg et al., 2015 and references 302 

therein). Collectively, these relatively young ages, combined with the lack of 182W heterogeneity in 303 

the Moon, support the idea that the major period of differentiation on the Moon occurred relatively 304 

late.  305 

More recently, Barboni et al. (2017) argued, based on Hf isotopic data for lunar zircons, that 306 

the major differentiation of the Moon occurred earlier, at 4.51±0.01 Ga. This inferred age only 307 

marginally overlaps with the maximum age of lunar differentiation inferred above from the 182W data 308 

for high-Ti mare basalts. In particular, the 182W data would be consistent with differentiation of the 309 

Moon at 4.51 Ga only for the smallest difference in source Hf/W ratios and the largest possible 310 

difference in 182W (Fig. 4). Thus, although these two age estimates overlap within their uncertainties, 311 

it is in fact unlikely that they are consistent with each other. The exact reason for this discrepancy 312 

remains unclear, and resolving this issue will require a better understanding of the significance of the 313 

old inferred ages for individual lunar zircon grains versus the model ages inferred for large 314 

geochemical reservoirs on the Moon. 315 

316 
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4.3. Origin of 182W excess in the Moon 317 

The results of the present study demonstrate that the different lunar rock types all exhibit 318 

indistinguishable pre-exposure 182W, and that they are all characterized by an 182W excess over the 319 

present-day BSE (Fig. 3). Of note, the investigated lunar samples derive from different landing sites 320 

and mantle sources, and in some cases (lunar meteorite Kalahari 009) likely also from different 321 

locations on the Moon than the Apollo samples. As such, we interpret the weighted mean 182W of 322 

+26±3 ppm (95% conf., n=5; Fig. 3) obtained for these samples to be representative for the bulk323 

silicate Moon. In a prior study, Touboul et al. (2007) also found uniform 182W compositions for 324 

KREEP and mare basalts, but that study did not find a resolvable 182W difference between the Moon 325 

and the present-day BSE. This may either reflect unaccounted neutron capture burn-out effects on W 326 

isotopes in the lunar metals analyzed by Touboul et al. (2007) or more likely the poorer analytical 327 

resolution achievable when the Touboul et al. (2007) study was conducted. Either way, the new pre-328 

exposure μ182W values obtained here demonstrate that the Moon is characterized by a well-resolved 329 

182W excess over the present-day BSE. 330 

The μ182W difference of +26 ppm observed between the Moon and the present-day BSE may in 331 

principal have three different origins. One possibility is that the 182W excess reflects a radiogenic 182W 332 

difference between the Moon and the Earth. This would require different Hf/W ratios of the BSE and 333 

Moon and formation of the Moon within the lifetime of 182Hf. However, most studies have argued that 334 

the Moon formed after extinction of 182Hf (e.g., Touboul et al., 2007; Halliday, 2008; Borg et al., 335 

2011; Jacobson et al., 2014; Bottke et al. 2015). Moreover, the Hf/W ratio of both the Moon and the 336 

BSE have rather large uncertainties (e.g., Kleine and Walker, 2017), and so it is also unclear if these 337 

ratios are sufficiently different to produce a significant 182W excess in the Moon. A second option is 338 

that the lunar 182W excess originated during the giant impact and reflects a larger fraction of impactor 339 

material within the Moon. We will show in Section 5 below that such an 182W excess is in fact 340 

expected in the giant impact model of lunar origin. A corollary of this is that any 182W difference 341 

between the Moon and the BSE cannot be used to firmly establish the age of the Moon, even if their 342 

Hf/W ratios were sufficiently different. This is because for the Moon it is not possible to distinguish 343 
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between a radiogenic 182W anomaly and a 182W anomaly that arises from mixing of proto-Earth and 344 

impactor material during the giant impact. In other words, it is unclear as to whether the Earth’s 345 

mantle and the Moon initially had identical 182W compositions, but this requirement must be fulfilled 346 

for any chronological interpretation of the 182W data. 347 

The third possibility to account for the 182W difference between the present-day BSE and the 348 

Moon is late accretion. Late accretion is commonly defined as the addition of on average broadly 349 

chondritic material (the ‘late veneer’) to the mantles of the Earth and Moon following the formation 350 

of the Moon. As the late veneer is enriched in W (typically ~150–200 ppb W) and characterized by a 351 

low μ182W of about –190 ppm, late accretion leads to an overall decrease of the μ182W composition of 352 

the mantle (e.g., Willbold et al., 2011). However, the estimated proportion of late-accreted materials 353 

added to the silicate Earth (~0.5 to 0.8 wt.%) and the Moon (~0.02 wt.%) are very different (Day and 354 

Walker, 2015), suggesting that late accretion predominantly affected the 182W composition of Earth’s 355 

mantle and not that of the Moon (Kruijer et al., 2015; Touboul et al., 2015). For instance, whereas late 356 

accretion probably lowered the μ182W of the BSE by ~15–30 ppm, the μ182W value of the Moon 357 

remained essentially unchanged. Thus, unless the amount of late-accreted material added to the Moon 358 

is more than an order of magnitude higher than estimated based on the highly siderophile element 359 

systematics of lunar rocks (e.g., Day and Walker, 2015), late accretion inevitably resulted in a 182W 360 

difference between the Moon and the silicate Earth. Of note, the 182W excess of ~+26 ppm of the 361 

Moon over the present-day BSE is fully consistent with the effects expected from disproportional late 362 

accretion to the Earth and Moon (Kruijer et al., 2015; Touboul et al., 2015). In detail, the magnitude 363 

of this effect on 182W depends on the mass and composition assumed for the late veneer as well as on 364 

the W concentration of the BSE. As such the calculated pre-late veneer 182W of the BSE may have 365 

been between ~+10 and ~+50 ppm (Kleine and Walker, 2017). Thus, although the ~26 ppm 182W 366 

excess of the Moon may not only be due to late accretion, no resolvable 182W difference between the 367 

pre-late veneer BSE and the Moon remains once the effects of late accretion are taken into account. 368 

As a result, there is currently neither solid evidence for a 182W signature from the impactor in the 369 

Moon nor for the existence of a radiogenic 182W difference between the Earth and the Moon. In 370 
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summary, considering the uncertainties on the calculated 182W composition of the pre-late veneer 371 

BSE shows that the μ182W compositions for the pre-late veneer BSE and the Moon are 372 

indistinguishable and that any possible 182W excess in the Moon prior to late accretion likely is 373 

smaller than ~15 ppm.  374 

5. Implications for the origin of the Moon375 

The 182W similarity between the pre-late veneer BSE and the Moon is generally consistent with 376 

the isotopic similarity observed for other elements, such as Ti, Si, and O (Armytage et al., 2012; 377 

Herwartz et al., 2014; Wiechert et al., 2001; Young et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2012). However, 378 

whereas the isotopic similarity for the latter elements can potentially be accounted for by accretion of 379 

the Earth and impactor from an isotopically homogeneous inner disk reservoir (Dauphas et al., 2014; 380 

Mastrobuono-Battisti et al., 2015) or by making the Moon predominantly out of the Earth’s mantle 381 

(Canup, 2012; uk and Stewart, 2012; Reufer et al., 2012), such mechanisms are not easily reconciled 382 

with the similarity in 182W. This is because variations in 182W are not nucleosynthetic in origin 383 

(unlike for instance for Ti), but instead are due to radiogenic ingrowth of 182W in the proto-Earth and 384 

impactor mantles following metal-silicate separation in these bodies. In this light, the Moon should be 385 

considered a three-component mixture consisting of proto-Earth’s mantle, impactor mantle, and 386 

impactor core (the proto-Earth’s core is typically not considered to have taken part in the formation of 387 

the Moon; e.g., Canup, 2004). As these three components are likely characterized by different 182W 388 

and because they are mixed in different proportions during the giant impact, producing similar 182W 389 

in the Moon and Earth’s mantle seems quite unlikely (Kruijer et al., 2015). However, Dauphas et al. 390 

(2014) used an inversion method to calculate, for given giant impact scenarios, the Hf/W and 182W 391 

of the impactor mantle necessary to obtain the observed 182W signature of the Moon. The Hf/W and 392 

182W values predicted by these model calculations are reasonable in the sense that they provide 393 

model timescales for core formation in the impactor of between 10-20 Ma after CAI formation, as 394 

expected for the differentiation of a Mars-sized body. On this basis, Dauphas et al. (2014) concluded 395 

that the similar 182W compositions of Earth’s mantle and the Moon are consistent with current giant 396 
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impact models of lunar origin. Wade and Wood (2016) took a different approach and assumed that the 397 

Moon predominantly derived from Earth's mantle. These authors argued that in this case the 182W data 398 

are best explained by an impact of a Mars-sized, strongly reduced impactor onto an oxidized proto-399 

Earth, combined with only limited equilibration of the impactor core with Earth's mantle.  400 

While these prior studies demonstrate that the 182W compositions of the Moon and Earth's 401 

mantle can be produced in a giant impact, they both have to resort to happenstance to account for the 402 

indistinguishable 182W compositions of the pre-late veneer BSE and the Moon. Here we, therefore, 403 

take a different approach and aim to assess the likelihood of producing the similar 182W compositions 404 

of the pre-late veneer BSE and the Moon during the giant impact. To this end, we calculated the 405 

expected 182W composition of the Moon resulting from mixing of proto-Earth mantle material with 406 

variable proportions of impactor mantle and core (see online Supplementary Material). The 182W 407 

composition of the Moon calculated in this manner depends on several parameters, including the 408 

impactor composition, the mass fraction of impactor material (both mantle and core) in the Moon, the 409 

impactor-to-Earth ratio, the degree to which the impactor core equilibrated with Earth’s mantle, and 410 

the metal-silicate partition coefficient for W during post-giant impact core formation in the Earth and 411 

during core formation in the Moon (Table 2). The calculations were performed separately using fixed 412 

mass fractions of 0, 0.2 and 0.8 for the amount of impactor material in the Moon. In the last two cases 413 

the mass fraction of impactor core material was varied randomly between 0 and 0.025; an impactor 414 

core fraction of 0.025 was taken as the upper bound because the mass fraction of the lunar core is 415 

estimated to be <2.5 % (e.g., Rai and van Westrenen, 2014; Righter, 2002; Weber et al., 2011). The 416 

impactor-to-Earth ratio was assumed to be 0.04 and 0.15 to cover the range of impactor sizes 417 

proposed in recent models (e.g., uk and Stewart, 2012; Wade and Wood, 2016). Note that the model 418 

of Canup (2012) involves a much larger impactor with an impactor-to-Earth ratio of ~0.5, but 419 

incorporating this into the model does not change the outcome of the calculations. The 182W 420 

composition of impactor mantle and core depend on the metal-silicate partition coefficients (DW) and 421 

on the timing of core formation in the impactor. We assumed DW values between 5 and 100, 422 

corresponding to an oxidized versus reduced impactor, and core formation ages between 5 and 20 Ma 423 
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after CAI formation. This timescale for core formation is reasonable for a Mars-sized impactor (e.g., 424 

Dauphas and Pourmand, 2011; Mezger et al., 2013). The degree of equilibration of the impactor core 425 

with proto-Earth’s mantle (k) was considered a free parameter and was randomly varied between no 426 

(k = 0) and full equilibration (k = 1). Finally, DW for core formation in the Earth following the giant 427 

impact was varied between 20 and 100 [i.e., the range of values typically considered for Earth; 428 

(Cottrell et al., 2009; Wade and Wood, 2005)], and DW during lunar core formation was varied 429 

between 1 and 100. This large range of values reflects the uncertainty regarding the conditions of 430 

lunar core formation and the dependency of DW on the S content of the lunar core. For instance, Wade 431 

and Wood (2016) argued that the lunar core might be S-rich, in which case W would have behaved 432 

essentially lithophile. Except for the mass fraction of impactor material in the Moon, all these 433 

parameters have been varied randomly within the given bounds (Table 2). 434 

Figure 5 summarizes the results of the modeling for three different mass fractions of impactor 435 

material in the Moon. In all three cases the observed composition of the Moon plots within the field of 436 

the calculated expected compositions for the Moon. This is consistent with results of a prior study, 437 

showing that for a variety of impact scenarios it is possible to match the observed 182W composition 438 

of the Moon with reasonable Hf-W isotopic systematics of the impactor (Dauphas et al., 2014). 439 

However, the results of our calculations also show that the observed composition of the Moon does 440 

not plot near the center of the field of expected 182W compositions, but rather at the edge of these 441 

fields. This is especially true for cases in which the Moon predominantly consists of impactor material 442 

and illustrates that producing the Earth-Moon 182W similarity is an unlikely outcome of the giant 443 

impact (Fig. 5). Our calculations show that the probability of producing similar 182W compositions of 444 

the pre-late veneer Earth’s mantle and the Moon to within 15 ppm is <5% for models in which the 445 

Moon consists of less than 20% impactor material, and <1% for cases in which the Moon consists for 446 

more than 80% impactor material (Fig. 6). While these calculations show that the probability for 447 

producing any given 182W composition of the Moon is small (i.e., there is not one specific 448 

composition that is predominantly produced), they also show that by far the most likely outcome of 449 

the giant impact is a significant 182W excess in the Moon. For instance, a 182W anomaly of >+50 ppm 450 
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is calculated for more than ~70% of the cases, and a 182W anomaly of >+100 ppm is calculated for 451 

more than ~50% of the cases. 452 

Our calculations demonstrate that the indistinguishable 182W compositions of the pre-late 453 

veneer Earth’s mantle and the Moon are an unexpected outcome of the giant impact, regardless of 454 

how much impactor material was incorporated into the Moon. Instead, the giant impact should have 455 

led to a significant 182W excess for the Moon. As such the 182W data suggest strongly that post-giant 456 

impact processes modified the 182W composition of the Moon, such as for instance post-giant impact 457 

equilibration between the Earth and Moon. Although it has been shown that O isotope equilibration 458 

may be possible by means of a shared silicate atmosphere of a terrestrial magma ocean and the proto-459 

lunar magma disk (Pahlevan and Stevenson, 2007), this process would be less effective for refractory 460 

elements such as Ti and probably also W (Zhang et al., 2012). Nevertheless, recently a new type of 461 

giant impact model was proposed, in which the Moon formed through a high-energy, high-angular-462 

momentum giant impact ( uk et al. 2016; Lock et al., 2016; Wang and Jacobsen, 2016). This model 463 

predicts that the Earth’s mantle and atmosphere together with the proto-lunar accretion disk form a 464 

well-mixed reservoir from which the Moon ultimately condenses. As in this model the Earth and 465 

Moon would derive from the same homogenized reservoir, they would have acquired identical 466 

isotopic compositions (except for possible mass-dependent isotope fractionations).  467 

Another possibility for post-giant impact modifications of the Moon’s 182W composition is the 468 

addition of significant mass to the Moon after the Moon-forming giant impact. As noted above, highly 469 

siderophile element systematics suggest that the amount of late-accreted material added to the Moon 470 

was very low. However, addition of a large differentiated projectile, coupled with metal-silicate 471 

equilibration and segregation of metal into the lunar core would not be visible in the highly 472 

siderophile element systematics. This is because all the highly siderophile elements added by the 473 

projectile, together with those that had already accumulated in the lunar mantle during previous late-474 

accretionary events, would have been transferred to the lunar core. By contrast, the equilibration of 475 

the projectile’s core with the lunar mantle would have led to a significant decrease of the μ182W of the 476 

lunar mantle. Of note, it was recently suggested that the Procellarum basin might have formed by a 477 
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large impact on the lunar near side and it was also shown that this event would have added sufficient 478 

mass to lower the μ182W composition of the lunar mantle (or more accurately, the area of the Moon 479 

from which most if not all samples derive) by ~100 ppm (Zhu et al., 2017). Thus, prior to this putative 480 

event, the Moon would have had a significant 182W excess, as predicted by our mixing calculations 481 

(Fig. 5, 6). In this model, the good agreement between the lunar μ182W of ~26 ppm and the expected 482 

effects for disproportional late accretion to the Earth and Moon would be somewhat coincidental, 483 

however. 484 

485 

6. Conclusions486 

Our results demonstrate that there are no radiogenic 182W variations within the Moon, 487 

indicating that lunar differentiation occurred later than 70 Ma after CAI formation. Moreover, the 488 

uniform 182W excess found for different lunar rock types confirms that the Moon is characterized by a 489 

182W excess over the present-day BSE. This excess most likely reflects disproportional late accretion 490 

to the Earth and Moon. Once the effects of late accretion have been taken into account, the 182W 491 

compositions of the pre-late veneer BSE and the Moon are indistinguishable to within 15 ppm. 492 

Mixing calculations indicate that this 182W similarity is an unlikely outcome of the giant impact, 493 

which should have resulted in a significant 182W difference between the Earth and the Moon. 494 

Consequently, our results seem to require post-giant impact processes affecting 182W, such as a high-495 

energy, high-angular momentum giant impact onto the Earth or secondary large impacts onto the 496 

Moon, adding sufficient mass to modify 182W. 497 
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Figure captions 653 

Fig. 1: 182W vs. 180Hf × (Ta/W) for non-KREEP samples. (a) High-Ti mare basalts, (b) low-Ti 654 

and high-Ti mare basalts, (c) low-Ti and high-Ti mare basalts, Mg-suite norite 77215 and Kalahari 655 

009. Error bars denote external uncertainties (2 , Table 1). Inset shows the data near the intercept of656 

the regression line. Data for 79155 are from Kleine et al. (2005) and Sprung et al. (2013). 657 

658 

Fig. 2: (a) 182W vs. 180Hf, and (b) 182W vs. 180Hf × (Ta/W) for KREEP-rich samples. Error 659 

bars denote external uncertainties (2 , see Table 1). Tungsten isotope data for KREEP-rich samples 660 

are from Kruijer et al. (2015). 661 

662 

Fig. 3: Pre-exposure 182W of different lunar source lithologies. Error bars denote external 663 

uncertainties (95% conf.) on pre-exposure 182W. Hashed area shows the weighted mean 182W value 664 

and the associated 95% conf. limits. Note that the mean 182W is based on data obtained in this study 665 

and Kruijer et al. (2015), and that the KREEP value from Touboul et al. (2015) is plotted for 666 

comparison. 667 

668 

Fig. 4: Plot of 182W vs. time (in Ma) after Solar System formation. Solid curves show the 669 

expected 182W anomalies in the high-Ti mare basalt sources (with Hf/W between ~40 and ~80) 670 

relative to KREEP ( 182W = 26±3, Hf/W between ~10 and ~20) as a function of differentiation time 671 

[calculated using the Solar System initial 182Hf/180Hf of (1.018±0.043)×10-4 (Kruijer et al., 2014), and 672 

using 180Hf/184W = 1.18 × Hf/W]. The shaded orange area shows the observed, possible measured 673 

182W excess in the high-Ti mare basalts relative to the 182W value of KREEP. 674 

675 

Fig. 5: Expected 182W and Hf/W of the Moon (small red dots) in three different giant impact 676 

scenarios: (a) No impactor material in the Moon (h = 0), (b) 20% impactor mantle material in the 677 
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Moon (h = 0.2), and (c) 80% impactor mantle material in the Moon (h = 0.8). Shown for comparison 678 

is the observed composition of the Moon (round open symbol). See Section 5 for details. 679 

680 

Fig. 6: Histograms showing the predicted 182W difference between the Moon and Earth's mantle. 681 

Shown are the result for three different giant impact scenarios (a-c), each involving a different mass 682 

fraction of impactor mantle (h) within the Moon. The observed composition of the Moon is the 683 

maximum possible observed 182W excess in the Moon as determined in this study (see Section 5 for 684 

details). 685 

686 

687 
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Table 1 
Tungsten and Hf isotope compositions as well as Ta, W, and Hf concentrations of lunar samples. 

Sample Specific ID Mass Ta W Hf Ta/W (molar) μ180Hf 1 μ180Hf × (Ta/W) μ182Wmeas.
2 

(g) (ppb) (ppb) (ppm) (2σ) (95% conf.) (95% conf.)  (2σ) 
Low-Ti mare basalts 

12004 161 BS01 0.512 385 106 3.22 3.69 ± 0.19 -15 ± 6 -57 ± 22 47 ± 10 
15495 202 CI01 0.560 374 67.8 3.03 5.61 ± 0.28 -378 ± 5 -2122 ± 110 744 ± 10 

High-Ti mare basalts 
10057 278 CI02 0.571 1805 401 16.6 4.57 ± 0.23 -67 ± 6 -306 ± 32 123 ± 10 
70017 525 CI03 0.545 1499 63.1 8.48 24.1 ± 1.2 -42 ± 6 -1016 ± 156 397 ± 15 
70035 182 CI04 0.567 2058 101 12.5 20.7 ± 1.0 -58 ± 2 -1194 ± 73 480 ± 10 
70215 324 CL01 0.581 1405 58.5 6.56 24.4 ± 1.2 -17 ± 3 -424 ± 82 179 ± 12 
74255 214 BS02 0.512 1409 55.8 8.55 25.6 ± 1.3 -7 ± 6 -184 ± 148 64 ± 10 
75035 226 CL02 0.577 1861 86.5 11.3 21.9 ± 1.1 -76 ± 4 -1662 ± 129 613 ± 10 
79155 † 160 20.3 ± 1.0 -516 ± 11 -10485 ± 570 3790 ± 100 

Mg-suite norite 
77215 275 CI05 0.557 400 212 3.48 1.92 ± 0.10 -9 ± 5 -17 ± 9 37 ± 10 

Lunar meteorite 
Kalahari 009 CD06-07 0.977 31.5 16.5 0.422 1.94 ± 0.10 -3 ± 9 -6 ± 17 25 ± 11 

KREEP-rich samples ‡ 
12034 120 BF03 0.096 2489 1328 20.6 1.90 ± 0.10 -190 ± 4 -363 ± 19 126 ± 10 
14163 921 BI03 0.158 2782 1492 22.9 1.89 ± 0.09 -394 ± 3 -747 ± 38 235 ± 4 
14310 676 BF02 0.102 2214 1101 19.3 2.04 ± 0.10 -297 ± 7 -606 ± 33 187 ± 10 
14321 1827 BF01 0.085 884 351 7.51 2.56 ± 0.13 -3 ± 1 -7 ± 2 27 ± 4 
68115 112 BG03 0.179 ND ND ND -2 ± 5 -4 ± 10 29 ± 5 
62235 122 BG02 0.119 2012 959 19.6 2.13 ± 0.11 -249 ± 6 -531 ± 30 163 ± 10 

1Internally normalized to 179Hf/177Hf = 0.7325 using the exponential law. Reported uncertainties denote 95% conf. limits of the mean (Table S1). 
2Internally normalized to 186W/184W = 0.92767 using the exponential law. Reported uncertainties represent the external reproducibility as derived from terrestrial rock 
standards (Kruijer et al., 2015), or the standard error (2s.e.) as obtained from internal run statistics, whichever is larger. 
†79155: Hf isotope data from Sprung et al. (2013) and W isotope data and Ta, W, and Hf concentrations from Kleine et al. (2005). 
‡Tungsten isotope data for KREEP-rich samples from Kruijer et al. (2015). 
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Table 2 
Model parameters used in mass-balance for calculating the 182W composition of the Moon.  

Parameter Description Value Comments / Reference(s) 
g Mass fraction of impactor in the Earth 0.04–0.15 Variable 
γ Mass fraction of the mantle in the Earth and the impactor 0.68 Constant 
k Mass fraction of impactor core equilibrated with the 

Earth’s mantle 
0–1 Variable 

h Mass fraction of the Moon that was initially impactor 
mantle material 

0, 0.2, or 0.8 

f Mass fraction of the Moon that was initially impactor 
core material 

0–0.025 Variable 

Metal–silicate partition coefficient for W in Earth after 
the giant impact 

20–100 Variable 
Cottrell et al. (2009) 
Wade and Wood (2005) 

Metal–silicate partition coefficient for W in Moon 1–100 Variable 
Cottrell et al. (2009) 
Wade & Wood (2016) 

Metal–silicate partition coefficient for W in impactor 5–100 Variable 
Cottrell et al. (2009) 

t Time of core formation in impactor after CAI formation 5–20 Ma  Variable 
(Hf/W)chondrites Hf/W of chondrites 1.14 Kleine et al. (2009) 
(Hf/W)BSE Hf/W of the bulk silicate Earth (BSE) ~23 Arevalo & McDonough (2008) 

Kleine et al. (2009) 
König et al. (2011) 

(μ182W)chondrites Present-day μ182W composition of chondrites  –190±10 Kleine et al. (2009) 
(μ182W)CAI Initial μ182W composition of CAIs  –349±7 Kruijer et al. (2014) 
(182Hf/180Hf)CAI Initial 182Hf/180Hf of CAIs (1.018±0.043)±10-4 Kruijer et al. (2014) 




